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be the cause, but if centigrammes are found then a more This is a useful publication which should be read by
serious view should be taken. all who are interested in the subject of pneumoconiosis.
Most of the common poisons are discussed, and the K. M. A. P.

book is set out attractively. Having dealt with the
inorganic compounds, the alkaloids, hypnotics, and other Textbook of the Rheumatic Diseases. Edited by
dangerous drugs, the author pays considerable attention W. S. C. Copeman, O.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P. Edinburgh:
to the use of physiological experiment to supplement E. and S. Livingstone. 1948. Pp. 612. Price 50s.
other evidencel A iuseful description is also given of the " r d i
whole course of an autopsy in a case of suspected w Therheumata cdiseasesi"g S a vague termbatg one
poisoning. The case was imaginary, but is an excellent - which has come into general use to cover a group
description of fatal cerebral hmmorrhage after a bout of diseases affect'ing joints and muscles ; and certainly a
alcoholismpGoCaPb good textbook dealing with these diseases was badlyalcoholism. G. C. P. needed. This book fulfills that want admirably. A

Suppressin..book which has been written by twenty-four contributors
Silicosis Pneumokoniosis and Dust Suppression in is bound to have different styles and standards in it;

Mines. London: Institution of Mining Engineers. but there is no doubt that some of the chapters in this
1947. Pp. 196; 23 plates. Price £1. book are of exceptionally high standard. The chapter

This book is an account of the proceedings of a on gout by Henry Cohen is an outstanding contribution.
Conference held in London in April, 1947. There were It is a model of how a chapter for a book of this type
four sessions; broadly, the first was concerned with should be written, and it is complete with a full biblio-
pathology, the second with therapy, the third with dust graphy. Bibliography is important in a book which is
suppression, and the fourth with dust sampling methods; designed, at least to some extent, to cater for the needs
in fact in the first two the doctors were talking, and in the of postgraduates: and it is therefore a pity that in some
second two it was the turn of chemists and physicists. chapters it -is short and shows a tendency to refer to
None of the papers contained new or original work, but earlier teXtbooks rather than to original work.
the book is a valuable compilation in which good work The chapter on social and industrial aspects of
published elsewhere is made readily available. rheumatism is ably written by William Tegner. He

The outstanding paper of the first session was by forcefully points out that there is no known ietiological
Gough, in which he described his now well known views relationship between occupation and this group of
on simple pneumoconiosis with focal emphysema as the' diseases, apart from the stress and strains of certain
chief pathological change, and infected pneumoconiosis work which may accelerate the normal degenerative
with progressive massive fibrosis in which he thinks changes which Bauer has shown start in all human
tubercle is always present. In the second session the joints as early as the age of 21, and which finally give rise
account of pneumoconiosis on the Kolar Gold Field in to osteo-arthritis. R D
India, by Caplan, was the most important contribution,
perhaps the most important contribution of the whole
book, since a good description of the disease in India is
hot available elsewhere. It is far from clear why the
lung changes in men working in this mining area, where
drilling has to be done dry because of the heat and great
humidity of the mines, should be so comparatively slight.
Caplan suggests that it may be due to the large amount
of silicates present in the dust. The valuable work of
Craw has'already been published in this journal. (Brit.
J. industr. Med., 1947, 4, 30.) On the morning of the
second day, the third session was devoted to papers on
dust suppression methods on the Witwatersrand and in
British coal mines, the principal methods used being
good ventilation of the mines, the use of wet cutting
,methods, foam, and sprays for dust-allaying purposes.
.The last session was a highly technical one, in which the
merits of the konimeter, the thermal precipitater,
and other instruments used for dust sampling were
discussed.

A. M1. A.-,.

Demonstrations of Physical Signs in Clinical Surgery.
Part 2. By Hamilton Bailey, F.R.C.S., etc. 1948.
Bristol: John Wright and Sons. Eleventh Edition.
Illustrated. Pp. 95. Price 8s. 6d.
The second part of this book includes the description

of the neck, breast, thorax, upper extremity, and hernia,
etc. All the sections are clearly illustrated in. black and
white and in colour; the herniae and the neck lesions
lend themselves well to photography.
The text is clear and concise throughout, so this

edition should be -as popular wiih students and practi-
tioners as its predeqessors have been. Students of
industrial disease will look especially at the sections
devoted to the upper limb, and particularly to those
pages which describe injuries and infections of the hand.
This part of the book could with advantage be enlarged
in future editions.

E.C. B. B.
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